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Abstract

Digital technology introduced into the clothing and fashion industry is evolving to digital virtual fashions 
and consumer-centered mass-customized production systems. Today the application of such 3D virtual try-on 
systems is being expanded gradually in the clothing industry. This study purposed to make virtual avatars and 
virtual garments using OptiTex and V-stitcher virtual software and compared the appearance of the virtual 
garments put on the virtual avatars. For this, we created virtual avatars and virtual garments using body 
measurements obtained from five subjects of top five body shapes, respectively, using [TC]2 body scanner. 

According to the results of comparing the outcomes of the two different virtual software systems, virtual 
avatar II of V-Stitcher tended to have a more round and lifted hip and the waist line at a higher position. 
In addition, the body curves and shapes of a virtual avatar affect the appearance of virtual garments. This 
study applied the same body measurements to virtual avatars and the same pattern to virtual garments, but 
when different kinds of virtual software were used, the virtual avatars and virtual garments showed different 
appearance and fit. This result may mean that when customers buy apparel products using different kinds of 
virtual try-on systems, their evaluation of appearance can vary depending on the virtual try-on system. 
Therefore, reseach needs to be made actively for the development and use of linkage programs that can reflect 
actual body measurements between virtual software systems and 3D body scanning systems.
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I ・ Introduction

With the recent rapid development of digital 
technologies, such technologies are merged into 
various industries. As one of such trends, past 
manutourer-centered mass production systems are 
being chafed to consumer-centered mass cus
tomization and made-to-measure (MTM) production 
systems. Along with this trend is coming the 
age of 3D virtual clothing that attempts to de
velop 3D digital fashion technologies and com

mercialize mass-customized apparel products through 
the fusion of digital technologies and the textiles 
and clothing industry (Park & Kim, 2008). A 3D 
virtual clothing system for mass-customization means 
a system witti which customers can try virtual gar
ments customized according to their size and taste 
on a virtual avatar reflecting their body shape.

For this, many apparel CAD software compa
nies are promoting actively the development and 
commercialization of 3D CAD software systems 
including 6tModaris 3D Fit" of Lectra, tTashionizef, 
of MiraLab, "e-Fif' of Tuka, "Vs代tcher" of Brows- 
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^ear, “Rimway" of OptiTex, cTigura 3D” of 비ufnan 
Solutions, "Haute Couture 3D Studio” of PAD, 
"DressingSim" of Digital Fashion, "i-Virds" of 
i-Omni Ltd., and "Q询顷h" of FXGear (Ko, 2008). 
These 3D virtual try-on technologies are con
tinuously being tried in the field of the clothing 
industry. For example, My Virtual Model is a 
feshion shopping mall using a 3D virtual try-on 
system, which generates virtual avatars and sim
ulates virtual garments using size data entered 
by customers so that the customers can test the 
appearance and fit of garments before th은ir pur
chase. Apparel companies like Land's End, Sears, 
H&M, Adidas and Levi Strauss are using this 
system (Istook, 2008). Stylezone is a community 
site where the users generate their virtual avatar 
using a 3D virtual try-on system and share with 
others the images of the avatar in virtual gar
ments designed as they want. i-Fashion, which 
was developed in Korea, aims to commercialize 
virtual garments, which are fiision products of 
IT and fashion, in the clothing industry. By ap
plying 3D body scanning and 3D virtual simu
lation technologies, it provides services such as 
virtual coordination, virtual try-on, and electronic 
catalogues, and operates a system through which 
customers select and order products. That is, in 
this system, customers generate a virtu이 avatar 
by measuring their body using a 3D body scanner 
in the store or entering their b샪dy measurements 
on the Internet, choose virtual garments, and try 
them on their own virtual avatar implemented on 
a virtu시 mirror or 쟎n the Internet so that they 
check the appearance and fit of the garments (Nam 
& Lee, 2008). This virtual try-on system was de
monstrated by customers of apparel brands such 
as FnC Kolon^ ELORD, Cheil Industries^ FUBU, 
CJmall, and Levi's CurvelD.

So far there are not many cases of application 
to apparel companies throughout the world, but 
because new market demand is being created 
and the need of 3D digital systems is being rec
ognized, we expect active development and use 
of such systems in the near future (Park & Kim, 
2008). In order to activate the purchase of clothes 
through 3D virtual try-on system^ what is impor

tant is the accuracy of fit evaluation fbr virtual 
garments. This, in turn, underlines the in^x)rtance 
of technologies fbr generating virtual avatars that 
reflect the accurate body measurements and body 
shape of individuals as well 爲 technologies for 
trying virtual garments made by MTM patterns 
reflecting individuals' size.

Previous studies on virtual try-on explored va
rious research areas including the drapability of 
virtual fabric (Liu et al., 2008; Stylios & Wan, 
1999), 3D garment modeling (Cugini et aL, 2002; 
Chiricota, 2003), 3D garment construction (Petrak 
& Rogale, 2006), and virtual garment simulation 
(Nam & Lee, 2008), but few of them made com
parative analysis among virtual try-on systems for 
virtual avatars and virtual garments.

Thus, this study purposed to analyze the pro
cess of making 3D virtual bodies and 3D virtual 
garments using 3D virtual try-on programs such 
as Optitex Runway and Browzwear V-stitcher. 
In addition, we made virtual garments by apply
ing MTM patterns in each virtual software pro
gram, and analyzed difference between the two 
programs. Moreover, we tried virtual garments 
made in each program on virtual avatars, and 
compared and evaluated the appearance.

H. Method

1. Subject Sampling and 3D Body Measuring
This study sampled five female subjects in their 

20s-30s corresponding, respectively, to the top five 
body shapes (rectan않e, hourglass, bottom hour
glass, oval, and spoon) classified in Simmons (2002) 
research.〈Fig. 1〉shows the top five body shapes.

Measuring was done with [TC]2 body scanning 
system, and the subjects were measured with wear
ing the Sdy scanning garments (athletic shorts and 
tops) that were light gray color. As to measuring 
posture, they stood upright in a natural normal 
pose with their feet around 12 inches apart from 
each other and their two arms opened to the side 
at 45° by holding the handrails on the scanner. 
For the five subjects, the body size of each item 
was obtained by MEP (Measurement Extraction 
Profile) of NX-16.
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<Fig. 1 > Top Five Body Shapes (Simmons, 2002).

2. Generating 3D Virtual Avatars
In order to generate virtual avatars reflecting 

body measurements obtained using the 3D body 
scanner, we mapped the measurement items of 
difierent body parts between the virtual try-on 
software and the 3D body scanning system. In 
other words, fbr generating virtual avatars reflect
ing actual body measurements, we analyzed body 
measurement items designated in the original vir
tual avatar of each virtual try-on software pro
gram, and programmed information on the items 
in the Measurement Extraction Profile (.MEP file) 
of the 3D body scanning system. Once body mea
surement items had been set up according to each 
virtu시 try-on software program, virtual avatars 
were created by entering body measurements to 
the corresponding body size items of the original 
virtual avatar in each virtual simulation software 
program. In this way, virtual avatar I was made in 
OptiTex and virtual avatar II made in V-stitcher 
by reflecting actual body measurements.

obtained using a 3D body scanner were entered 
into the alteration rules and MTM patterns cus
tomized to the individuals' body measurements 
were made.

4. Evaluation of Virtual Garments
The MTM patterns made in Gerber Ac이iMark 

CAD System were converted to *.DXF files, 
and the files were imported to the virtual try-on 
software systems (OptiTex and V-stitcher) and 
garments were sewn with virtual stitch tools in 
each virtual simulation software program. Virtual 
garment I of OptiTex was tried on virtual avatar 
I, and virtual garment II of V-stitcher was tried 
on virtual avatar II, and then the appearance of 
the two virtual garments was analyzed compa
ratively.

IU・ Results

1. 3D Virtual Avatar
<Fig. 2〉shows the model properties window 

for entering body size items of the original vir
tual avatar (Eva) in OptiTex software for mak
ing virtual avatars usin용 body measurements. In 
case of OptiTex, the model properties window 
fbr entering body measurements categorizes the 
measurements into basic, advance, height, shape, 
and pose. There are 8 'Basic' items (underbust (size), 
height, outseam, inseam, cross shoulders, waist, hips, 
and bust), 20 'Advance' items (shoulder slope, 
high hip, thigh, knee, low thigh, calf, ankle, 
footlen, foot instep, bust point to bust point, 
over bust, armscye depth, waist to hips, armscye,
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3. Making Virtual Garments using MTM Pa
tterns

In order to make experimental garments for 
virtual try-on, we made pants patterns using the 
3D measurements of the five subjects. We used 
Gerber AccuMark CAD System in making the 
Made-to-Measure (MTM) patterns, and performed 
tasks such as grading rule input, alteration point 
numbering, and alteration rule input. Among the 
graded patterns, basic patterns corresponding to 
each subject's body measurement were selected,
and then the five subjects3 * 5 body measurements
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<Fig. 2> Model Properties Window of OptiTex,

biceps, elbow, wrist, base neck, neck, and arms 
length), and 9 'Hei咖'items (cervical height, bust 
height, underbust height, hip height, high hip 
height, knee height, low thigh height, calf height, 
and ankle height). Besides, 'Shape' items include 
b8y depth, pregnancy, muscles definition, 河 아域场 

cup squeeze, cup pushup, buttocks bunp, buttocks 
type, crotch flatten, crotch shape, front curve, 
bmk waist length, front waist length, zmd widest 
hip, which can be selected using the scroll bar, 
and 'Pose' items include shoes height, arm pose, 
elbow bend, and shoulders pose.

〈Fig, 3〉마lows the model properties window 
for entering body size items of the original virtual 
av처，t&r (Sara) in V-Stitcher software for making 
viftu시 avatars 나sing body measurements. In case 
of V-stitcher, the model properties window for 
entering body measurements categorizes the mea
surements into height, body silhouette, torso, 
legs, hands, and body shape. There are 1 'Height' 
item (hei아隹), 2 'Body silhouette5 items (body size 
(bust), and maternity), and 11 ^Torso5 items (neck, 
Caulders, nape to waist, shoulder slope, cup (bi^t- 
under bust), bust, under bust, waist, belly, hip, 
and high hip). In addition, 'Legs' consists of 9 
itmns (outside leg, inseam, thigh, knee, X7O leg, 
caif, ankle, foot length, and foot width), and 
'Hands' of 7 items (amihole, over arm, biceps, 
elbow, ami, wrist, and palm). Besides, there are

〈Fig. 3> Model Properties Window of V-Stitcher.

"Body Shape', Tace\ 4Skin Tone1 and 'Hair 
Style' items.

These body measurement items of the origi
nal avatars in OptiTex and V-stitcher were en
tered into the Measurement Extraction Profile 
(•MEP file) of [TC]2 NX16 software system.

〈Table 1) compared body measurement items 
of OptiTex and V、stikher programmed in the Mea
surement Extmction Profile (.MEP file) of die NX16
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<Table 1 > Body Me^urement Lists between 3D Body 
Scanning System and Virtual Try-on Software Systems

OptiTex V-stitch

Basic
Height Height

Size (underbust) Body Size (bust)

Height

Cervical Height -

Bust Height -

Underbust Height -

려ip Height -

High Hip Height -

Knee Height -

Length

Armscye Depth 
(vertical) -

Bust Point to Bust 
Point (horizontal) -

Waist To Hips -
Outseam Outside Leg
Inseam Inseam

Across Shoulder Shoulders
Ann Length from 
Shoulder -

- Nape to Waist

Girth

Mid Neck -

Neck Base Neck
UnderBust Under Bust
Bust Bust
Waist Waist
- Belly
Hip Hip
High Hip High Hip
Thigh (Max) Thigh
Low Thigh (Mid) -

Knee Knee
Calf C 시f
Ankle Ankle

- Armhole
- Over Arm

Upper Arm (Bicep) Biceps
Elbow Elbow
Wrist Wrist

Slope Shoulder Slope Sh쟈ulder Slope

software system. As shown in the table, height 
items are fewer in V-stitcher than in OptiTex.

Using the Measurement Extmction Profile (.MEP 
file) set up with the body mea머！］"ement items of 
the original virtual avatar in each virtual simu
lation software program, we obtained the five 
subjects5 body measurements for making virtual 
avatars in OptiTex and V-stitcher. Then, we gene
rated the subjects' virtual avatars by entering the 
body measurements into the correspondhi^ body 
measurement items 셚f the original avatars. Virtual 
avatar I and II are shown In〈Fig. 4)of bottom 
hourglass body shape, 〈Fig. 5〉쟎f hourglass shape, 

〈Fig. 6〉of oval shape, <Fig. 7)of rectangle 
shape, and〈Fig. 8〉of spoon shape.

When virtual avatars generated by the virtual 
software were compared, in most of the five body 
shapes, virtual avatar II genemted by V-stitcher 
tended to have a more round and lifted hip and 
the waist line at a higher position than virtual 
avatar L In addition, the body curve from the 
waist down through the thigh to the knee was un
natural in virtual avatar IL This is probably be
cause there are fewer "Height5 items and body 
measureiwnt items related to the thigh in V-stitcher.

2. 3D Virtual Garment
In order to make MTM patterns, we graded the 

basic size pattern to size 2-26 and designated 
critical alteration points. In the human circum
ference measurements, the critical alteration points 
are waist, hips, thigh, knee, and ankle. In the length 
measurements, the critical alteration points are 
waist to hip, waist to knee, and waist to floor.

〈Fig’ 9〉shows a pattern on which these alter
ation points were given their respective ID num
ber. Then, we formulated alteration rules for the 
pattern generated by changing values according 
to body measurement, and generated a MTM 
pattern by entering each subject's body size in 
the size table.〈Fig. 10〉shows a MTM pattern 
generated through this procedure, and the altered 
MTM pattern (red c이 or) was created from the 
basic pattern (black color).

The MTM pattern created through this pro
cess was converted to *.DXF file, and the 2D
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(a) Virtual Avatar I (b) Virtu서 Avatar II

〈Fig, 4> Virtual Avatar I and II of Bottom Hourglass.

<Fig. 5> Virtual Avatar I and II of 녀어irglass

(a) Virtual Avatar I (b) Virtual Avatar II

<Fig. 6> Virtual Avatar 1 and II of Oval.
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〈Fig. 7> Virtual Avatar I and II of Rectan이e.

〈Fig. 8> Virtual Avatar I and II of Spoon.

〈Fig. 9> Alteration Point Numbers of Pants. 〈Fig’ 10> MTM Pattern of 포迎0
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(a) OptiTex (b) V-Stitcher

<Fig. 11 > Pattern with Virtual Stitch.

pattern imported to the OptiTex and V-stitcher 
software systems was virtually stitched in each 
virtual simulation software program and, through 
this, a 3D pattern was generated.〈Fig. 11(a)〉 

shows a pattern virtually stitched in OptiTex soft
ware, and〈Fig. 11(b)〉shows a pattern virtually 
stitched in V-Stitcher software.

When the way of virtual stitch is compared 
between the two programs, the method of virtual 
stitch fbr dart and seam allowance is similar. As 
shown in〈Fig. 11\ virtual stitch lines were ex
pressed in the same color in OptiTex, and in the 
same number in V-Stitcher.

〈Fig. 12〉shows the draping of virtual gar
ment simulated by OptiTex software, and〈Fig. 
13〉shows draping simulated by V-stitcher soft
ware. In the〈Fig. 12〉and〈Fig. 13〉，(a) shows 
the placing process of virtual garment's pattern 
pieces around the avatar; (b) shows the particle 
model simulation process in progress; and (c) 
shows the final completed garment on the avatar.

Through this process, we obtained the results 
of virtual garment I put on virtual avatar I and 
virtual garment II put on virtual avatar II. Virtual 
garment I and II are shown in〈Fig. 1 가〉of bot
tom hourglass body shape,〈Fig. 15〉of hour
glass shape,〈Fig. 16〉of oval shape,〈Fig. 17〉 

of rectangle shape, and〈Fig. 18〉of spoon shape.
As shown in these figures, the body curves and 

shapes of a virtual avatar affected the appearance

(a) Beginning of (b) Simulating (c) Simulation
Simulation Complete

<Fig. 1 2> Simulation Draping of OptiTex Software.

(a) Beginning of (b) Simulating (c) Simulation
Simulation Complete

<Fig. 13> Simulation Draping of V-stitcher Software.
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(a) Virtual Garment I (b) Virtual Garment II

<Fig. 1 5> Virtual Garment I and II of Houi이ass.

(a) Virtual Garment I (b) Virtu가 Garment II

<Fig. 16> Virtual Garment I and II of Oval.
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IS
(a) Virtual Garment I (b) VirE이 Garment II

<Fig. 1 7> Virtual Garment I and II of Rectangle.

(a) Virtual Garment I (b) Virtual Garment II

<Fig. 1 8> Virtual Garment I and II of Spoon.

of virtual garments. Compared to virtual avatar 
I, virtual avatar II had a more round and lifted 
hip, and as a result, the hip silhouette of virtual 
garment II showed a similar shape. What is 
more, the position of the waist line was differ
ent between virtual garment I and IL When the 
virtual garments were viewed from the side, in 
most of the five body shapes, the back waist 
line of virtual garment II was slightly lower 
than that of virtual garment I. This may be be
cause virtual garment II was fit on the hip curve 
and shape of virtual avatar II and, as a result, the 
back waist line was pulled down. Besides, the 
overall silhouette falling downward was similar 

between virtual garment I and II.

IV. Conclusions

This study performed comparative analysis bet
ween! virtual try-on systems in order to activate 
the use of virtual try-on systems in the custom- 
made clothes market. For this, we made virtual 
avatars reflecting body measurement input using 
each virtual try-on software program, created 
virtu시 garments using MTM patterns, and com
pared the appearance of virtual garments put on 
the virtual avatars.

The results of this study are as follows.
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First, we examined the input body measure
ments for building virtual avatars between OptiTex 
and V-Stitcher. In OptiTex, entered body meas
urements were categorized into basic, advance, 
height, sh츘pq and pose, and in V-stitcher, they 
were categorized into height, body silhouette, torso, 
legs, hands, body shape, face, skin tone, and 
hair style. Among body measurement items pro
grammed in [TC]2 NX16 software system for 
creating virtual avatars, hei이it-related items were 
fewer in V-stitcher than in OptiTex.

Second, as to the outward appearance of vir
tual body, Avatar II tended to have a higher 
waist height than Avatar I and its leg line in the 
thigh was not smooth. This is probably because 
there are fewer 'Height' items and the body 
measurement items related to tlie thigh in V- 
stitcher.

Third, the hip curve and shape of a virtual 
avatar affected the appearance of virtual gar
ments. For pants among apparel products, the 
appearance and fitting of the waist and the hip 
are important determinants of purchase. Therefore, 
this result has a significant meaning in the use 
of virtual try-on systems for apparel products.

As in the results presented above, when two 
different virtual software programs were used, 
they showed different appearance and fit althougli 
the virtual avatars were made with the same body 
measurements and the viilual gamients were 
created by the the same pattern. This result de
monstrates that even if the b^dy measurements 
and patterns of the same customer are used, the 
appearance and fit of virtual gannents may be 
different depending on virtual software used in 
the try-on.

However, if a linkage program is developed 
and utilized, which can reflect actual body mea
surements between virtual software systems and 
3D body scanning systems, it is expected to 
spread clothing design and manufacturing using 
virtual try-on systems activ사y. If the clothing 
industry activates its 냐se of virtual avatars re
flecting actual body measurements and body shapes 
as well as virtual garments created by MTM 
patterns reflecting individuals' tody measurements,

UCC

such virtual try-on systems may exert an enor
mous impact on the mass customized clothing 
market. From now on, research should be made 
actively on virtual try-on system, a fusion tech
nology that applies digital technologies to the 
clothing and fashion industry.
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